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Determining the Antenna Gain
in the GHz Range
It is possible in the microwave range to
measure antenna gain with a few, simple
aids (transmitter, directional coupler,
diode probe, voltmeter), and when one has
two identical antennas available. The described method can be carried outlndaors.
The free-space attenuation al s can be exactly
calculated for une-ol-siqht propagation In the
VHF. UHF, and GHz range :
a'sidB

= 20 Ig (4nd/A)

(1)

where :
d = Distance between
transmitter and
receiver
.t '" Wavelength of lhe transmit frequency
This equation IS. however. only valid when an
Imaginary isotropic radrator IS assumed . II
shows the attenuation that is present due \0
the "waste" of transmit energy in all directions, and by not us ing 1\ in the optimum
means of concentrating the energy uSing a
directional antenna.
Of course, radio amateurs use antennas that
possess a certa in gain (even a dipole has
2.2 dB gain over an isotrooic raoraron. In this
case, one will obtain a different free-space attenuation a" between transrnhter and receiver
that lakes the gain of the transmit antenna
- G IIOB - and the gain ot tne receive antenna
- Gm B - inlo cons ideration whi ch can be
calculated as follows :
aWdB

= 20 Ig (4nd/.t)

- G1

-

G2

(2)

Th IS loss can. In contrast 10 als, be actually
measured . The attenuation at> cannot be
measured in practice. but only calculated,

since the rsouooic rad iator is not realizable in
practice. The anenuation au. on the other
hand. is obtained by measuring the tansrnit
power Pix and the receive power P", and by
use 01 logarithms:
alr/oB

= 10 19 (PI,/P,,)

(3)

The principle of the antenna gain measurement is as tallows :
The power levels of P" and P", are measured
and one calculates then the attenuation air ac cording to equalion (3). The first expression In
(2) corresponds to the tree -soace loss al. in
the case 01 isotropic radiators . and can be calculated according to (I). This leaves the sum
01 G \ and G 2 if one converts equation (2):
G I + G2

= af, -

air

(4)

It IS now important that the transmit and receive antennas are Identica(l In this case . G, is
equal to G2 . and one will only need to diVide
Ihe result of equation (4) by half to obtain the
gain of one of the antennas,
A horn radiator was now measured accordmq
10 the described method at B GHz and the
result was as fOllOWS :
Al B GHz. ) is 3.75 cm. The spacing between
the two horn radiators amounted to d =
128 cm. The transmit power was measured to
be 32 mW. and the receive energy was
0,32 mW According to equation (4) Ihe follo wing will result :
G, + G 2

= 52.6 dB

- 20dB

= 32.6 dB

Th.s means that each of the Iwo antennas ex·
hibits a gain of 16.3 dB .
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The described measurement can also be carned out without absolute power measurement
In a more elegant manner if a directional coupler is available. II is used to determine the
transmit power. If. for Instance, the directional
coupler possesses a coupling attenuation of
20 dB. il is possible to select air = 20 dB
directly by placing the antennas only so far
Irorn another that the signal at the coupling
output and at the output of the receive
antenna are exactly equal. This IS shown in
Figure 1. The signals can be measured one
aher another using the same diode probe (test
demodulator) and using the same operat ing

point! Trus means that no power meter is reo
quired!
The accuracy of the measurement is dspendent on the exact knowledge of the couple
attenuation of the directional coupler. The distance 'd' is not given, but measured aher
determining the correct attenuation between
transrnltter and receiver. The given result comcides well with the data-sheet specifications of
the antenna manufacturer. The gain measured in this manner is referred to an isotropic radiator. and not against a dipole. as is usually
the case with professional, amateur. and other
antennas.
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